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What is NIVA ?

NIVA is a project where Paying Agencies from 9 EU Member States join forces to
release a new vision on the Integrated Administration and Control System (IACS),
the instrument for CAP governance.

NIVA delivers a suite of digital solutions, e-tools and good practices for e-
governance and initiates an innovation ecosystem to support further
development of IACS that will facilitate data and information flows. The project’s
results promote a transparent, simpler administrative process that contributes to
a future CAP that increases environmental performance. The project will increase
the speed of innovation, reduce administrative burden, sustain broader and
deeper collaboration in an innovation ecosystem and provide accepted methods
to establish information flows to improve environmental performance.

What is NIVA DSS ?

The CAP monitoring Decision Support System helps Paying Agencies to reliably

conclude in eligibility about subsidies, in parcel level, with reduced administrative

burden, by utilizing EO data, Geotagged Photos from the farmers, and data from

farm management information systems (FMIS).

It combines an advanced & complex eligibility criteria control engine, with an

efficiency-focused GUI interface, being capable of holistically processing very large

data sets from highly diversified sources, and interoperating with various systems

through numerous APIs. As fully open, it can be easily customized to fit to specific

PA needs.
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Paying Agency (PA) inserts to the DSS data from
crop classification algorithms (i.e., Sen4CAP’s
outcome) together with farmers’ declarations

The PAs assess the parcels using a system of colored
flags (traffic light) assigned to each parcel based on
certain crop classification probability thresholds

Farmers of inconclusive parcels can send Geotagged
Photographs & FMIS data, as additional proof of
evidence to the PAs
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System architecture

NIVA DSS is based exclusively on open-source software (i.e. PostgreSQL,
OpenLayers), and it is provided under a European Union Public License.

Its Server Side handles all data (utilizing a Relational Database Management
System – RDBMS), offers the users’ management subsystem, maintains the
processing services and provides the resources needed, by the client or other
software, through APIs and web end-points.

The Client Side offers a GUI based on tables and maps that focuses on
productivity enhancement and Type I and II error reduction, while advances
collaboration and can be easily adapted to PAs operations.
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Interoperability

NIVA DSS utilizes a wide range of open formats in order to read and write data
and communicate with other applications, both part of the NIVA project or
external ones.

E.g. thanks to the utilization of Geotagged Photos as auxiliary data for the
evaluation of farmers’ declarations, DSS receives photos from Agrisnap, a
geotagged photograph application (app) developed within the project. FMIS
data can be similarly received by an API and taken into account, while another
API offers interoperability with NIVA’s Work Package 4.
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Fig 2: Snapshot of DSS’s Graphical User Interface; with tables, maps, and PA-centric designed functionality, aims at high efficiency & 
reliability.
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Fig 3: High Level diagram of NIVA DSS’s architecture
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